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Abstract: Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have proven to be among the most important artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques in educational applications, providing adaptive educational services.
However, their educational potential is limited in practice due to challenges such as the following:
(i) the difficulties in incorporating symbolic educational knowledge (e.g., causal relationships and
practitioners’ knowledge) in their development, (ii) a propensity to learn and reflect biases, and (iii) a
lack of interpretability. As education is classified as a ‘high-risk’ domain under recent regulatory
frameworks like the EU AI Act—highlighting its influence on individual futures and discrimination
risks—integrating educational insights into ANNs is essential. This ensures that AI applications
adhere to essential educational restrictions and provide interpretable predictions. This research
introduces NSAI, a neural-symbolic AI approach that integrates neural networks with knowledge
representation and symbolic reasoning. It injects and extracts educational knowledge into and from
deep neural networks to model learners’ computational thinking, aiming to enhance personalized
learning and develop computational thinking skills. Our findings revealed that the NSAI approach
demonstrates better generalizability compared to deep neural networks trained on both original
training data and data enriched by SMOTE and autoencoder methods. More importantly, we found
that, unlike traditional deep neural networks, which mainly relied on spurious correlations in
their predictions, the NSAI approach prioritizes the development of robust representations that
accurately capture causal relationships between inputs and outputs. This focus significantly reduces
the reinforcement of biases and prevents misleading correlations in the models. Furthermore, our
research showed that the NSAI approach enables the extraction of rules from the trained network,
facilitating interpretation and reasoning during the path to predictions, as well as refining the initial
educational knowledge. These findings imply that neural-symbolic AI not only overcomes the
limitations of ANNs in education but also holds broader potential for transforming educational
practices and outcomes through trustworthy and interpretable applications.

Keywords: learner modeling; personalized learning; machine learning; knowledge extraction;
neural-symbolic AI; explainable and trustworthy AI

1. Introduction

Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) have paved the way for the widespread
adoption of intelligent applications in diverse educational settings [1]. Intelligent educa-
tional systems incorporate a crucial element called a learner model, situated behind the user
interface, which analyzes data on learner–system interactions [2]. This model, constructed
through a computational process of learner modeling using AI techniques such as symbolic
and sub-symbolic approaches, provides a structured representation of learners’ knowledge
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and learning states [3]. Consequently, it enables the delivery of personalized and optimal
learning experiences, enhancing educational outcomes [4].

Symbolic AI methods rely on explicit representations and rules when processing
information, offering the advantage of providing clear explanations and reasoning for AI
decision making. However, these often have high costs in terms of human involvement and
may struggle with real-world complexities and data quality issues [5,6]. In contrast, sub-
symbolic AI operates with less reliance on explicit rules, demonstrating greater resilience
to noisy and incomplete data. Sub-symbolic methods excel in tasks requiring pattern
recognition and predictive performance, making them popular in various domains. The
key distinction lies in the explicit representation of knowledge in symbolic AI versus the
more implicit, data-driven approach of sub-symbolic methods. As a result, sub-symbolic
methods like deep neural networks, which belong to the family of artificial neural networks
(ANNs), have gained considerable popularity in various educational tasks, including
learner modeling (e.g., [7–11]). Despite their success and popularity, they face three primary
challenges that limit their educational value.

One of the main difficulties is incorporating educational constructs, restrictions,
guidelines, causal relationships, and practitioners’ knowledge (collectively referred to
as educational knowledge) into their development. Deep neural networks primarily operate
with numerical data, requiring the translation of all information into numerical values [12].
This becomes problematic when modeling learners’ behavior and performance in digital
learning due to the unavailability of representative training data or difficulty in collect-
ing precise numerical data to capture the adaptations of complex and dynamic learning
patterns. For example, translating complex educational constructs, such as student engage-
ment [13], into numerical data, or integrating dynamic factors like student motivation into
neural networks, is challenging due to their qualitative nature and the complexity of accu-
rately translating these factors into numerical inputs. Although incorporating educational
knowledge can enhance training data, its integration into deep neural network applications
in education is still limited [14].

Secondly, like many other machine learning methods, deep neural networks are prone
to learning misleading correlations during training, resulting in their dependence on ir-
relevant or unnatural features, which could limit their accuracy and generalizability [15].
This could lead to significant failures when deploying the model in real-world applica-
tions (e.g., [16–19]). In many cases, spurious correlations occur when a machine learning
model relies on features that have a strong correlation with the target variable in the train-
ing data but are not causally related to it [20]. To ensure fairness in AI applications in
education, it is crucial to avoid algorithmic bias and prevent algorithms from being tuned
to favor a majority group solely to achieve high performance accuracy [1,21]. While recent
research provides evidence that incorporating educational knowledge can enhance deep
neural networks’ understanding of training examples and reduce biases, such applications
in education are extremely limited [22].

Finally, sub-symbolic methods, such as deep neural networks, struggle with explaining
and providing reasoning for their decision-making processes. In this context, interpretabil-
ity denotes the characteristics of a learning model that explains its decisions in a manner
comprehensible to humans, offering insights into its underlying reasoning processes. In
education, there is an urgent need to provide interpretability for several reasons [23,24].
Firstly, a lack of interpretability hampers trust in deep neural network applications for
educators and students. Both teachers and learners require transparency to comprehend
the rationale behind recommendations, assessments, or feedback. Secondly, interpretability
is crucial for effective learning [25]. Students benefit from accurate and informative feed-
back. When AI systems cannot provide clear explanations for their recommendations or
grading, students miss out on valuable learning opportunities. Thirdly, interpretability
fosters the development of metacognitive and critical thinking skills. Education should
nurture curiosity and encourage questioning and understanding of the information and
decisions that are presented. Uninterpretable deep neural networks hinder this process,
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limiting students’ ability to question, analyze, or critique AI output. Lastly, the lack of
interpretability can lead to bias and unfairness in educational AI systems. Without the
ability to explain and understand the decision-making process, it becomes difficult to
identify and rectify any biases that may exist in the data or the model itself. Recently,
there have been several attempts to ensure the interpretability of deep neural network
applications in education using common explainer algorithms like SHapley Additive exPla-
nations (SHAP) and Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) (e.g., [26–29]).
While helpful in generating an approximation of the decision, such techniques face serious
challenges (e.g., [30,31]). For instance, such explainer models can use a particular feature
to make a prediction without that feature appearing in the explanation of the prediction,
and they often produce unrealistic scenarios. Most importantly, such models are unable to
provide the reasoning behind the path to their decisions.

One prospective means of addressing these challenges is a recently emerging paradigm
in the AI research community that is called neural-symbolic AI or the third wave of
AI [32,33]. By combining symbolic knowledge representation with deep neural networks,
neural-symbolic AI offers a potential solution to enhance learner modeling in adaptive
educational environments (e.g., [14,22,33,34]). This integration serves to leverage the inter-
pretability and explanatory power of symbolic models while harnessing the scalability and
predictive performance of deep neural networks. First, it augments the neural network with
educational knowledge, compensating for the limitations of the training data by encoding
guidelines and causal relationships as symbolic rules. This ensures that predictions are ped-
agogically sound, even when representative training data are lacking. Second, it prevents
the AI from learning misleading correlations and biases from the data by grounding neural
network predictions in validated educational principles rather than purely data-driven
patterns. Third, the educational knowledge representation also acts as a foundation for
the extraction of knowledge and rules from the trained network, enhancing its ability
to explain its predictions. Consequently, neural-symbolic AI presents an opportunity to
overcome the limitations of existing approaches and unlock new possibilities for more
effective and efficient learner modeling [14]. Despite the evident potential, neural-symbolic
AI lacks sufficient attention and research in the field of education. This study seeks to
bridge this gap by introducing and developing a neural-symbolic AI approach, henceforth
referred to as NSAI, to address the challenges facing the field of education. The NSAI
approach models learners’ computational thinking by incorporating both symbolic edu-
cational knowledge and training data in the construction of deep neural networks, and
extracts hidden knowledge from the trained networks to explain the reasoning behind its
predictions. We compare the performance of the NSAI with a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
trained only on training data, as well as training data augmented by the Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [35] and an autoencoder [36]. To achieve this aim, we
set the following research questions:

• How effectively can we ground educational knowledge in a deep neural-network-based
learner modeling approach in order to provide control over the network’s behavior?

• How is the performance of the NSAI approach, in terms of generalizability, in handling
data biases, and how interpretable are the predictions compared to deep neural networks?

• What are the effects of the data augmentation methods of SMOTE and autoencoders
on the prediction power of deep neural network models?

2. Related Works
2.1. Neural Networks in Education

Recently, the utilization of ANNs within various domains has experienced remarkable
growth (e.g., [37–44]). In an educational context, this surge in applications includes diverse
functionalities, such as predicting student performance, as demonstrated by the works
of [9,10,45–47]. The predictive capabilities of ANNs extend to detecting undesirable student
behavior, with contributions from Fei and Yeung [48], Teruel and Alemany [49], and White-
hill et al. [50]. Furthermore, ANNs have been instrumental in generating recommendations,
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as evidenced by the studies of Abhinav et al. [51], Algarni and Sheldon [11], Bhanuse and
Mal [7], and Wong [52]. For instance, Abhinav et al. [51] introduced a recommendation
system that leverages ANNs for content-based filtering, alongside collaborative filtering
techniques, to personalize learning opportunities. By analyzing learners’ profiles and
course histories and employing ANNs to extract features from textual data, the system
predicts course ratings to offer personalized course recommendations. Wong [52] presents
an automated course recommender system for higher education, utilizing Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) neural networks to address the complexities of curriculum planning. It
innovatively combines deep learning for sequential course recommendations with dynamic
updates to accommodate sequence, constraints, and concept drift, offering personalized
educational pathways tailored to individual student needs and evolving course content. In
the realm of evaluations, ANNs have played a role in the research conducted by Hooshyar
and Yang [53], Taghipour and Ng [54], and Zhao et al. [55]. For example, Hooshyar and
Yang [53] proposed a novel image-based learner modeling approach using Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) and transfer learning to predict learners’ performance by classify-
ing their computational thinking solutions using image data. Zhao et al. [55] introduced an
innovative automated grading model for essays and open-ended assignments, leveraging
memory networks to handle the growing demand for Massive Online Courses (MOOCs).
By collecting and utilizing graded samples for each score in a rubric as a benchmark, the
model predicts scores for new submissions based on their similarity to stored responses.
Beyond these specific examples, the comprehensive review by Hernández-Blanco et al. [8]
provides a more detailed exploration of the myriad applications of ANNs in the educational
context. Concerning student performance prediction, knowledge tracing that revolves
around the prediction of students’ future performance based on their past activities is a sig-
nificant challenge in education. Initial attempts by Piech et al. [10] introduced deep neural
network techniques that outperformed traditional machine learning, but their results faced
scrutiny. Subsequent studies both supported (e.g., Wang et al. [46]) and challenged [56]
Piech et al.’s work, comparing deep neural networks with traditional models and high-
lighting less significant differences. In a different context, deep neural network models
were applied to analyze writing samples and clickstream data [57], improve knowledge
retention [58], categorize learning capabilities (e.g., [59]), and develop a sequential event
prediction algorithm [60]. These studies demonstrated the effectiveness of deep neural
networks in handling large student datasets, outperforming traditional approaches.

Various works have addressed the detection of undesirable student behavior in educa-
tion, focusing on three subtasks: dropout prediction in MOOC platforms, evaluating social
functions, and student engagement in learning. Regarding dropout prediction, studies
applied deep neural network techniques, achieving a superior performance compared to
traditional machine learning methods. Dropout was defined and approached differently
in the different works, with methods including classification, joint embedding, and per-
sonalized intervention models (e.g., [49,61]). To evaluate social function, Tato et al. [62]
put forward a deep neural-network-based approach, evaluating essential social ability
for adaptive social functioning. Concerning student engagement, deep neural network
models that utilize various methods to assess student engagement have demonstrated
high predictive accuracy (e.g., [63,64]). Furthermore, recommender systems utilizing deep
neural networks were created to suggest learning opportunities and personalized paths ac-
cording to students’ preferences and individual requirements [51,52]. Despite their success,
the majority of the mentioned works are incapable of ensuring that their developed deep
neural network-based approach complies with educational knowledge and restrictions, do
not properly take into account data biases (especially spurious correlations), underperform
when it comes to datasets that are unrepresentative or small, and are unable to provide
an explanation of their predictions to allow users to understand the reasoning behind
their decisions.
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2.2. Neural-Symbolic AI for Education

The paradigm of neural-symbolic AI has gained prominence in the AI/machine learn-
ing research community, as highlighted by Garcez et al. [5]. This approach actively combines
experiential learning principles with reasoning based on acquired knowledge. Basically,
neural-symbolic AI integrates symbolic and connectionist (sub-symbolic) paradigms by
representing knowledge symbolically and employing neural networks for learning and
reasoning processes [33]. Such integration allows for robust learning, logical reasoning,
and interpretability.

Recent research has provided evidence of the effectiveness of this family of AI in
addressing many existing challenges. For instance, Tran and Garcez [65] introduced and
evaluated algorithms that could both insert and extract knowledge from deep networks.
They inserted background knowledge into the weights of the neural networks through
confidence rules to guide the learning process, resulting in improved generalizability and
accuracy. In a similar vein, Hu et al. [66] combined deep neural networks with structured
logic rules to enhance their flexibility and reduce the un-interpretability of neural models.
Their proposed framework employs an iterative distillation method, transferring structured
information from logic rules into the weights of neural networks. Their experimentation
revealed the positive impact of such a knowledge infusion on network generalizability.
Serafini and Garcez [67] introduced Logic Tensor Networks (LTNs), a theoretical framework
integrating tensor neural networks with reasoning based on first-order many-valued/fuzzy
logic. LTNs support various reasoning and learning tasks, combining a logical knowledge
representation with data-driven machine learning. Their findings showed that LTNs
could achieve improved performance through the utilization of background knowledge.
Garcez et al. [5,33] and Yu et al. [68] provide surveys of neural-symbolic computing across
various fields. Despite this extensive exploration in various domains, neural-symbolic AI
lacks sufficient attention and studies in the field of education.

Recently, Hooshyar and Yang [14] introduced a framework merging neural-symbolic
AI principles in educational contexts, emphasizing symbolic knowledge incorporation
and providing interpretability. Moreover, Shakya et al. [69] proposed a neural-symbolic
approach combining the semantics of symbolic models with recurrent neural networks
like LSTM, demonstrating superior prediction accuracy for KDD EDM challenge datasets
compared to HMMs and pure LSTM methods, with a focus on a smaller training data frac-
tion. Hooshyar [22] introduced a novel neural-symbolic AI approach for learner modeling
across time. This approach tracks learners’ knowledge in a temporal manner by combining
probabilistic graphical models (i.e., dynamic Bayesian networks) with unsupervised neural
networks enhanced with educational knowledge. The results from cross-validation and
practical applications show the effectiveness of the approach, achieving 85% accuracy
and an 87% F1 score, surpassing dynamic Bayesian networks. The combination of aug-
mented prediction and interpretable knowledge tracing promotes trust among educators
and learners, highlighting the potential of neural-symbolic AI in creating trustworthy and
interpretable applications in education. This research aims to extend the foundations laid
by the previous research by proposing a neural-symbolic AI approach called NSAI, which
not only injects educational knowledge but also transforms the model architecture. NSAI
allows for the explicit integration of propositional educational knowledge during training,
providing control over the model’s behavior. Additionally, the NSAI approach addresses
data bias issues, specifically spurious correlations, ensuring algorithmic fairness and com-
pensating for the lack of training data and data inconsistencies. Finally, our approach
enables the extraction of knowledge from trained deep neural networks, enhancing their
applications with interpretability.

3. Neural-Symbolic AI for Modelling Learners’ Computational Thinking

As we explore the application of neural-symbolic AI in modeling learners’ compu-
tational thinking, it is crucial to ground our discussion to a practical context. To this
end, we introduce the AutoThinking game, an adaptive educational game designed to
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enhance computational thinking skills through interactive gameplay. This game serves as
the primary data collection tool for our study, enabling us to gather rich insights into the
decision-making processes and problem-solving strategies employed by learners.

3.1. The AutoThinking Game

AutoThinking is an adaptive educational computer game aimed at enhancing learners’
computational thinking skills. It innovatively uses icons instead of traditional programming
languages, minimizing syntax errors (for more details, see Hooshyar, Lim et al. [70]). In
the game, players embody a mouse character as they collect cheese, earn points, and
navigate a maze while avoiding cats. Players can devise up to 20 solutions to complete the
game, with higher scores awarded for the effective application of computational thinking
skills. The game fosters flexibility in developing solutions, incorporating functions to
apply patterns in varied situations, and provides adaptive feedback and hints for guidance.
Visual representations of a learner’s solution, along with associated feedback and hints, are
presented in Figure 1a,b.
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3.2. The Proposed NSAI Approach

To showcase the feasibility of applying NSAI frameworks to include educational
knowledge, in addition to training data, in the development of (deep) neural networks,
we adapted the KBANN framework developed by Towell and Shavlik [71]. In brief, this
approach allows for the incorporation of symbolic knowledge into the architecture of
neural networks to augment the training data, control the training flow of the network, and
provide the context needed to map the learned representation into symbolic knowledge,
which can interpret and provide reasoning for the decision making of the network. Table 1
presents the algorithm of the framework.

Table 1. Overall algorithm of the KBANN framework used in the proposed NSAI approach.

Step Description

1 Rewrite rules (the symbolic knowledge in propositional logic form) to
eliminate disjuncts.

2 Translate the rule structure into a neural network format.
3 Incorporate essential features that were not explicitly covered in the mapping.
4 Introduce hidden units into the architecture of the neural network.
5 Categorize units within the KBANN based on their respective levels.

6 Establish connections that are not explicitly defined by translating between all units
in adjacent levels.

7 Introduce perturbations to the network by adding small random numbers to all link
weights and biases.

8 Assign significant weight values to links derived from domain knowledge rules.
9 Apply backpropagation to refine the network to fit the training data.

10 Use weights and biases of the learned network to extract rules, explaining
the predictions.

The NSAI approach begins by loading the training data and the educational knowl-
edge in the form of rules (see datasets and the educational knowledge section). It then
implements Towell’s rewriting algorithm and, if there is more than one rule, this is rewritten
as two rules [71]. It then establishes a mapping between the set of rules and the neural
network to create layers, weights, and biases for the neural network. Finally, it applies
backpropagation using training examples and uses the weights and biases of the learned
network to extract rules, explaining the predictions.

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of the NSAI approach. As shown in the
figure, we first generated synthetical data to augment the training data using two methods
of SMOTE upsampling and autoencoders (see the section focusing on setting up and evalu-
ating the experiment). After that, we trained and evaluated the performance of the deep
neural network using the three different sources: original data (called deep NN), original
data augmented by SMOTE (called deep NN-SMOTE), and original data augmented by
an autoencoder (called deep NN-Autoencoder). Additionally, we implemented the LIME
method [72] to provide local and global explanations for the predictions. On the other
hand, we developed the NSAI approach, which uses educational knowledge in addition to
the original data. Upon training and evaluation, it also extracts rules from the networks to
explain the predictions and provide the reasoning behind its decisions.

Hypothetical example: Let us assume that we have the domain knowledge and
training examples presented in Table 2 related to self-regulated learning (SRL). For more
information on the multilevel decomposition of the SRL strategies involved in multimedia
learning, see Azevedo and Dever [73], Greene and Azevedo [74], Pekrun [75], and Winne
and Azevedo [76].
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Symbolic domain knowledge:

Final performance: cognition, metacognition, emotion, motivation.
Cognition: planning, search for information, making inferences.
Metacognition: goal setting, information structuring, judgement of learning.
Information structuring: monitoring progress towards goals.
Emotion: seeking help, self-reported emotion rating.
Motivation: time spent watching learning materials, forum chat.

The first step is to employ the domain knowledge (which could be in the form of rules,
logical relationships, etc.) to initialize the network architecture. This involves determining
the number and types of layers, the number of neurons in each layer, and the connections
between them. The architecture is constructed to reflect the problem-specific characteristics
and constraints captured by the domain knowledge. Once the architecture is defined,
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the domain knowledge is encoded into the network by incorporating the expert rules or
constraints into the structure or parameters of the neural network. For example, certain
connections may be fixed or constrained based on specific rules or relationships that were
obtained from the domain knowledge. After initializing the network with the domain
knowledge, the training process begins. Initially, the network’s parameters (weights and
biases) are typically randomly assigned or initialized. The training data, consisting of
input–output pairs, are presented to the network. After this, forward propagation and error
calculation take place, followed by backpropagation to adjust the network’s parameters to
reduce the overall error. This process repeats for multiple iterations or epochs, allowing
the network to gradually improve its performance by learning from the training data and
adjusting its parameters based on the error feedback. The training process continues until a
termination criterion is met.

Table 2. Training examples.

Features
Label (Final Performance)

Low High

Goal Setting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Prior Knowledge Activation ✓ ✓
Planning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Judgement of Learning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Time Management ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Monitoring (Progress Towards Goals) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Search for Information ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Help Seeking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Frustration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Time Spent Watching Learning
Materials ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Self-reported Emotion Rating ✓ ✓
Concentration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Forum Chat ✓ ✓
Automatic Logout ✓ ✓ ✓
Making Inferences ✓ ✓ ✓

In our example, as shown in Figure 3a, the network is initialized using the domain
knowledge. This is shown using solid fixed connections between the SRL components and
input features. For instance, the green line between Cognition and Search for Information
indicates that learners with good information-searching skills during digital learning tend
to have better cognitive skills. Similarly, for each rule in the domain knowledge, there is a
fixed connection, with rather large weights between the features and the latent variable.
Additionally, there are connections with negligible weights. These are connections that
have very small weights, close to zero, after the initialization or during training. These
connections may have a minimal impact on the network’s output or learning process. After
the initialization, the network is adjusted using the training examples. As Figure 3b shows,
the initial network learned from the training examples and created a fixed connection with
a high weight between Metacognition and Time Management. Moreover, it learned to create a
fixed connection with large negative weights between Motivation and Automatic Logout, and
Emotion and Frustration. This indicates that learners tend to have better affective states if
they have a lower automatic logout and experience less frustration during digital learning
(for more details, see [71]).
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Datasets and Educational Knowledge

To model learners’ computational thinking during gameplay, we utilized data from
427 players who participated in the third level of the AutoThinking game. During the
gameplay, the system records different types of learner interactions. These include the
following: (1) tracking the mouse and non-player characters’ positions, (2) task identifiers,
(3) the collection of small and large cheeses, (4) the usage of loops, conditionals, arrows, and
functions, (5) debugging and simulation activity, (6) the frequency of seeking help, (7) the
amount of feedback and hints that were received, (8) the frequency of colliding with walls,
(9) the estimation of the learner’s CT knowledge, and (10) the evaluation of solution quality
inferred from the Bayesian network decision-making algorithm employed in the game.
More information regarding the decision-making process is given in the work by Hooshyar,
Lim et al. [70]. For this research, we selected the features that are directly/indirectly related
to players’ performance. Table 3 and Figure 4 provide a summary and distribution of the
datasets, respectively.
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Table 3. Distribution of the dataset before splitting.

Features Min Max Average Deviation

Arrow 15 180 82.05 34.65
Big cheese 0 4 1.6 0.7

Small cheese 0 74 63.38 17.72
Function 0 4 0.6 1.2
Debug 0 17 0.8 2.3

Simulation 0 19 2.92 4.24
Loop 0 50 6.66 8.12

Conditional 0 46 3 6.4
Hitting wall 0 180 6.19 18.57

Final score True = 364 False = 63
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To introduce the domain knowledge into the NSAI approach, we adapted the CT skills
and concepts used by Hooshyar [77]. This includes the CT skills of problem identification,
building algorithms, debugging, and simulation, as well as CT concepts of sequences, loops,
and conditional. To present the knowledge in the neural networks, we used propositional
logic (i.e., a set of propositional, non-recursive Horn clauses), as shown in Table 4. In
brief, the first propositional logic indicates that the final score or performance in the game
depends on the players’ mastery of CT skills and concepts (for more details, see [77]).
Additionally, it states that the CT concepts are associated with conditional and loop features
in the training dataset, whereas the CT skills are dependent on the debug, simulation, and
function features. In other words, learners’ overall performance in CT is good if they are
good at CT concepts and skills.
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Table 4. Educational knowledge represented in the symbolic form of rules.

Rule No. Propositional Logic
Representation Explanation

1 Final_score: CT_concepts,
CT_skills.

Final score or performance in a given task
is contingent on achieving mastery in

both CT skills and concepts.

2 CT_concepts: Conditional, Loop.
CT concepts are linked to the features of
conditional and loop structures within

the training dataset.

3 CT_skills: Debug, Simulation,
Function.

CT skills rely on proficiency in
debugging, simulation, and function

features.

4.2. Data Biases

In the context of a training dataset, data bias refers to the presence of systematic and
non-random errors or distortions in the data that can impact the performance and fairness
of machine learning models. This occurs when certain subsets or categories within the
dataset are overrepresented or underrepresented, leading to a skewed understanding of
the underlying patterns and relationships. When a dataset is biased, it fails to accurately
reflect the intended application of a model, leading to distorted results, reduced accuracy,
and analytical mistakes [20].

Data bias in a training dataset can arise due to various factors, such as the sampling
process, data collection methods, and presence of confounding variables (European Union
Agency for Fundamental Rights [78]). These issues can impact the performance and fair-
ness of machine learning models. Recently, there has been some research studying data
biases and their effect on the performance of machine learning models. For instance,
Blodgett et al.’s [79] work mainly revolves around ensuring that models do not rely on
sensitive features such as race and gender, and Johnson and Khoshgoftaar [80] focus on
addressing class imbalances and skewed distributions. However, when it comes to ed-
ucation, despite its classification as a high-risk domain by regulatory frameworks like
the EU AI Act (https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/698792/
EPRS_BRI(2021)698792_EN.pdf, accessed on 15 January 2024) due to its significant impact
on individuals’ futures and the inherent potential for perpetuating biases, as well as the
widespread use of ANNs, there is not much research taking into account spurious corre-
lations biases and their effect on the performance of machine learning (especially ANNs).
Spurious correlations pose a major challenge when deploying machine learning models
because they can cause the models to depend on irrelevant or unnatural features, leading to
significant failures when deploying the model in real-world applications (e.g., [16,17,19]).

In many cases, spurious correlations can occur when a machine learning model relies
on features that have a strong correlation with the target variable in the training data but
are not causally related to it. For instance, in sentiment classification, bias can arise in the
training data where positive examples tend to be longer than negative examples. In such
cases, the model may erroneously consider length as a crucial feature for classification,
even though it is a spurious feature that does not provide sentiment information [81]. In the
case of the AutoThinking game, an example could be the existence of a strong correlation
between the input variable of Small_cheese and the label (Final_score). Although the
inclusion of the Small_cheese feature in the model could offer some useful information, it is
important to note that there is no causal relationship between this feature and the class label.
This is because many players employ random strategies in the game, where their solution
can be successful in collecting both small and big cheeses without necessarily utilizing the
main CT skills and concepts. For instance, a solution that solely uses arrows to navigate the
game, without the NPC catching the mouse, can still collect many Small_cheese features
and accordingly achieve high scores. In educational games, a high score can be obtained
through either a random strategy or an appropriate strategy, such as parallel thinking [82].

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/698792/EPRS_BRI(2021)698792_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/698792/EPRS_BRI(2021)698792_EN.pdf
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Consequently, Tables 3 and 5 indicate the presence of class imbalance and potential data
biases, respectively, caused by spurious correlations in the training dataset.

Table 5. Correlation between features and class labels in training and test data.

Features

Final Score

Training Data
SMOTE-

Augmented
Training Data

Autoencoder-
Augmented

Training Data
Test Data

Arrow 0.322 1 0.412 0.51 0.255
Big_cheese 0.728 0.858 0.68 0.445
Conditional 0.107 0.203 0.154 0.175

Debug 0.066 0.124 0.135 0.027
Function 0.011 0.027 0.005 0.233

Hitting_wall −0.31 −0.23 −0.122 −0.003
Loop 0.164 0.295 0.239 0.25

Simulation 0.194 0.343 0.189 0.284
Small_cheese 0.887 0.942 0.807 0.632

1 Red and blue represent the lowest and highest correlation values, respectively.

4.3. Experiment Setting and Evaluation

The computer utilized for our implementation featured a single AMD Ryzen 5 PRO
4650U CPU with 16.0 GB of memory. The deep learning model was structured as a multi-
layer, feed-forward artificial neural network, which underwent training via stochastic
gradient descent with back-propagation. A learning rate of 0.03 was chosen, and the
Adam optimizer was employed. To prevent overfitting, we employed early stopping
with a strategy based on score improvement, and a patience of three. Additionally, we
applied regularization with a value of 1 for both L1 and L2. The model consisted of
two fully connected layers with ReLU activation functions and 50 neurons, followed by
an output layer with Softmax activation and two neurons. To evaluate our approach’s
performance, we utilized metrics such as accuracy, recall, and precision. Aside from the
model trained only on the training dataset, we also augmented the training dataset using
SMOTE upsampling and autoencoder methods, equalizing the classes. A similar feed-
forward architecture to the autoencoder used to generate synthetical data was employed to
augment the training dataset. The learning rate, optimizer, and regularization values were
set to 0.03, Adam, and a value of one for both L1 and L2, respectively. Similar to the trained
deep neural network, we employed early stopping with a strategy based on improving
the score. The encoder and decoder employed ReLU activation functions. The encoder
consists of three fully connected layers with eight, four, and two neurons, while the decoder
comprises three layers with four, eight, and ten neurons in the last layer, utilizing the mean
square error loss function. To evaluate the deep neural network models, we employed
10-fold cross-validation and tested the model on the test dataset.

4.4. Performance of Models in Terms of Generalizability

Table 6 provides a summary of the performances of the models using different metrics.
While the differences in the overall performance metrics are modest, the NSAI model
demonstrates a slight edge in terms of its generalizability, which is particularly notable in
low-performance scenarios, where it shows a more substantial improvement compared
to other models. In contrast, the deep NN-SMOTE model exhibits the least effectiveness
across the evaluated metrics.
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Table 6. Performance of models using test data from various learning sources.

Models Source of Learning Accuracy
(%)

Recall (%) Precision (%)

High Low High Low

Deep NN Training data 83.53 85.81 75.00 93.65 54.55

Deep NN-
SMOTE

Training data +
synthetical data 82.35 85.51 68.75 92.19 52.38

Deep NN-
Autoencoder

Training data +
synthetical data 83.53 86.00 68.75 92.31 55.00

NSAI
Training data +

educational
knowledge

84.71 86.00 81.00 95.00 57.00

Specifically, the NSAI model could achieve an accuracy of almost 85% and a recall
of 86% and 81% for the high and low performers on the unseen data. This emphasizes
that the NSAI model not only exhibits the highest likelihood of accurately recognizing a
substantial portion of high-performing individuals, but also outperforms other models in
effectively identifying learners with low performance. Similarly, the NSAI model has also
been shown to have the best performance regarding the precision of high-performer learners
(of all learners predicted to be high performers, 95% of the predictions were correct), and it is
ranked the best concerning the precision of low performers. Given the critical importance of
correctly identifying low-performing students in the education domain, the NSAI model’s
high recall rates make it a valuable asset, minimizing the risk of negative consequences for
students’ future educational outcomes and overall development.

The second-best model in terms of generalizability is the deep NN model, which is
trained on original training data. This model exhibits a high ability to correctly predict
high performers (recall of nearly 86%) out of all actual samples. However, when it comes
to identifying low performers, its performance is relatively weaker, classifying only 75%
of them out of all actual samples. The deep NN model trained on original training data
augmented by SMOTE also exhibits the poorest performance in terms of generalizability.
In practical scenarios, this model is unable to accurately identify low-performing learners,
achieving a classification rate of less than 70%. Interestingly, all the deep NN models that
were trained on training data (original or both original and synthetical) appeared to face a
drop in performance in terms of their generalizability. However, when evaluating the NSAI
model’s performance on unseen data, it becomes evident that it has better generalizability
due to its learning from both training data and explicit knowledge. The incorporation of
explicit knowledge in the NSAI model provides it with a deeper understanding of the
underlying relationships among training examples. This enables the model to have more
effective learning even in situations where the training dataset is unrepresentative or when
the test set exhibits a different distribution compared to the training set. By leveraging
explicit knowledge, the NSAI model gains an advantage in its ability to generalize beyond
the specific characteristics of the training data. This is particularly beneficial when faced
with new or unseen data, as it can draw upon its broader understanding of the domain and
the educational context.

Finally, regarding the effectiveness of augmenting the training data, while autoencoder
augmented data appear to slightly improve some aspects of the model performance in
terms of generalizability (e.g., recall of high performers), it causes a decrement in other
aspects, like the recall of low performers. Interestingly, the SMOTE method even resulted in
a slight drop in performance compared to the original training.

4.5. Performance of Models in Terms of Handling Data Biases and the Interpretability
of Predictions

To determine if trained models learned biases from the training data and incorporated
them into their predictions, we employed a two-step approach. Firstly, we conducted
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a correlation analysis to assess the presence of strong positive or negative correlations
between the features and the class label (investigating potential spurious correlations).
While this analysis alone cannot definitively establish whether the models genuinely
learned to rely on features that are not causally related to the target variable but are strongly
correlated with it in the training data or disregarded the existing relationships and patterns
among other features during its decision making, examining the internal workings of the
models can complement the analysis and provide insights into whether biases were learned
and reflected. If the prediction explanation highlights the spurious correlations as the most
influential reasons for the models’ decision-making process, and we discover that this is
the reason for the models’ misprediction of the test data, we can conclude that the models
failed to grasp certain underlying patterns and relationships due to the presence of biases
(represented by the spurious correlations).

The results of the correlation analysis of both training and test data are shown in
Table 4. While most features are positively correlated to the label, Hitting_wall has a
negative correlation with the label, meaning that the less often the players bump into
the walls, the higher their final performance. Amongst the positive correlations, in the
training data, there is a strong positive correlation between consuming Small_cheese with
the Final_score. Specifically, the Small_cheese feature has a positive correlation of 0.887
with the class label. This can cause model learning biases based on this spurious correlation,
where models disregard the importance of other features and their relationships to the label.
As mentioned previously, while the inclusion of the Small_cheese feature could offer some
useful information, there is no causal relationship between this feature and the class label,
and higher small cheese consumption does not necessarily indicate better CT concepts
and skills. When it comes to the test data, while the direction of the correlation is similar,
the strengths are weaker compared to the training data. Consequently, the models may
heavily rely on features with strong spurious correlations during training, limiting their
generalizability to test data that lack such strong correlations in their distribution.

To further investigate this matter and provide interpretability to the predictions, we
implemented the LIME method in the first three models and extracted rules from the
NSAI model.

Figure 5 presents LIME explanations for the model predictions. As can be seen from
Figure 5a, the deep NN model learned to heavily rely on features that are not causally
related to the target variable but are strongly correlated with it (i.e., the small cheese).
Moreover, it gives a higher weight to features like Arrow and Hitting Wall, along with
Big Cheese consumption, which are not explicit predictors/indicators of CT knowledge.
More importantly, the model fully ignored the Loop and Function features and paid little
attention to Conditional and Simulation features, which are all causally related to CT
skills and concepts. Similarly, both the deep NN-SMOTE and deep NN-Autoencoder
used Small_cheese, followed by Arrow, as the primary features in their decision-making
process, fully ruling out the important feature of Loop, and paid little attention to the
crucial features of Function and Conditional in their decision making. Consequently, while
the models employed a combination of features in their predictions, the feature with the
highest correlations appears to be the primary feature in the models’ decision making, and
the models fail to consider some essential features, like Loop, Function, and Conditional,
during the testing stage.

Table 7 lists three examples in which the models mispredicted the examples during
the testing. The models incorrectly predicted a final score of low as high with full confidence
due to the high levels of cheese consumption (after learning the spurious correlations). For
instance, the first row of the table shows that the deep NN model incorrectly predicted
a low-performer learner as high, mainly because of their high usage of Small Cheese and
Arrow, which are not causal predictors of CT knowledge (allocating almost two-thirds
of the entire feature importance to these two features). Considering the results of the
correlation analysis and the global and local LIME explanations, it could be concluded that
the models heavily relied on the spurious correlations learned during training and ignored
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important factors, limiting their generalizability to test data. In other words, the models
learned and reflected biases in their decision making by learning spurious correlations that
caused them to overlook essential/underlying information.
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Table 7. Local LIME explanations for some examples of mispredicted cases in the test dataset.

Model Ground Truth Prediction Confidence
(Low, High) Supporting Contradicting

Deep NN

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 70,
importance = 0.465)
Arrow = (value = 76,
importance = 0.204)

Hitting_wall = (value = 9,
importance = −0.581)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.162)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 61,
importance = 0.463)
Arrow = (value = 91,
importance = 0.204)

Hitting_wall = (value = 2,
importance = −0.582)

Conditional = (value = 2,
importance = −0.162)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 67,
importance = 0.463)

Arrow = (value = 100,
importance = 0.203)

Hitting_wall = (value = 4,
importance = −0.582)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.163)

Deep NN-
SMOTE

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 70,
importance = 0.397)
Arrow = (value = 76,
importance = 0.282)

Hitting_wall = (value = 9,
importance = −0.643)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.109)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 61,
importance = 0. 397)
Arrow = (value = 91,
importance = 0.282)

Hitting_wall = (value = 2,
importance = −0. 643)

Conditional = (value = 2,
importance = −0.109)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 67,
importance = 0. 397)

Arrow = (value = 100,
importance = 0.282)

Hitting_wall = (value = 4,
importance = −0. 643)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.109)
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Table 7. Cont.

Model Ground Truth Prediction Confidence
(Low, High) Supporting Contradicting

Deep NN-
Autoencoder

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 61,
importance = 0.339)
Arrow = (value = 91,
importance = 0.290)

Hitting_wall = (value = 2,
importance = −0.683)

Conditional = (value = 2,
importance = −0.094)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 67,
importance = 0.339)

Arrow = (value = 100,
importance = 0.290)

Hitting_wall = (value = 4,
importance = −0.683)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.094)

Low High 0.000,
1.000

Small_cheese = (value = 59,
importance = 0.339)
Arrow = (value = 86,
importance = 0.290)

Hitting_wall = (value = 0,
importance = −0.683)

Conditional = (value = 0,
importance = −0.094)

The rules extracted from the NSAI approach are shown in Table 8. As can be seen, un-
like the model explanation provided by the LIME model, not only does the NSAI approach
provide a combination of (observable and unobservable) features that contributed to the
model’s final decision-making process, but it also highlights the learned representations (i.e.,
latent features) and features contributing to the model’s estimations/construction. More
explicitly, as the first row of the table shows, learners’ final performance/score in CT is
predicted to be high provided that the value of the combination of learned representations
of CT concepts and skills, as well as heads (in the NSAI, heads refer to the individual neural
network nodes or units within a layer; specifically, each head represents a single neuron
in a network layer), is larger than the threshold of 4.64. In other words, learners’ final CT
performance is predicted to be high if they are good at CT skills and concepts, as well as
other heads that are related to learners’ performance concerning other skills. Given that
CT skills (with a weight of 2.00) and concepts (with a weight of 0.83) are both taken into
account in the decision making, along with a combination of supporting (e.g., Small and
Big Cheeses, Hitting the Wall) and contradictory features (e.g., Conditional, Loop, Arrow,
Debug, Simulation) indicates that the model properly considers the skills and concept of CT
in its decision making and complies with the introduced causal relationships. Furthermore,
in line with the knowledge added to the model structure during the training, the learned
representations of CT concepts mainly consider the Conditional and Loop features (with a
weight of 3.00) in their estimations, whereas CT skills mainly consider the Debug, Function,
and Simulation features (see the second and third rows of Table 7). Finally, heads 1, 2, and
3 are constructed according to a combination of supporting (e.g., Small and Big Cheeses,
Hitting Wall, Simulation) and contradictory features (e.g., Conditional, Loop, Arrow, De-
bug). Consequently, the NSAI model clearly takes into account the causal relationships
related to CT skills and concepts (the educational knowledge presented in the form of
rules), and accordingly earns the underlying patterns from the training data. This implies
that, unlike the other three models, which mostly focus on small cheese consumption and
learn spurious correlations to improve the accuracy of the model when using test data,
the NSAI model took into account educational knowledge and adhered to educational
restrictions while learning from the data to improve accuracy regarding the test data. It
is worth noting that the extracted rules also allow for the initial educational knowledge
to be revisited using the training data. In this way, CT skills play a more important role
in predicting the final performance of learners compared to CT concepts (see the weights
associated with CT skills and concepts in the first row of the table).
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Table 8. Model explanation for the NSAI using rule extraction from neural networks.

Variables Rules

Final_score: 4.6377187 < 2.4166102 × (head 2, head 3) + 0.8252018 ×
(CT_concepts) + 2.0046637 × (CT_skills) + 1.7674259 × (head 1)

CT_concepts:
4.6082096 < 0.2453651 × (Small_cheese) + 3.002934 ×

(Conditional, Loop) + 0.0472862 × (Debug, Simulation, Function,
Big_cheese, Hitting_wall) + −0.07132121 × (Arrow)

CT_skills:

8.519821 < 0.20699154 × (Small_cheese) + 2.3430111 ×
(Simulation) + 1.0791004 × (Function) + −0.18917799 ×

(Conditional, Loop) + 2.6324146 × (Debug) + 0.45198494 ×
(Big_cheese) + −0.0066499244 × (Arrow) + −0.11537525 ×

(Hitting_wall)

head 1:

2.2751489 < −0.070589505 × (Conditional, Loop, Debug, Arrow) +
0.80795884 × nt(Big_cheese) + 0.2296475 × (Hitting_wall) +
−0.43813425 × (Function) + 0.09194418 × (Small_cheese) +

0.0072831404 × (Simulation)

head 2:
2.881811 < −0.43790448 × (Function) + −0.04586086 ×

(Conditional, Loop, Debug, Simulation, Arrow, Hitting_wall) +
0.8505517 × (Big_cheese) + 0.097365424 × (Small_cheese)

head 3:

2.874901 < −0.017702527 × (Simulation, Hitting_wall) +
0.8470087 × (Big_cheese) + −0.4385394 × (Function) + 0.09731795
× (Small_cheese) + −0.06676157 × (Conditional) + −0.09061724
× (Loop) + −0.051380966 × (Debug) + −0.031886093 × (Arrow)

5. Discussion and Conclusions

This study presents a neural-symbolic AI (NSAI) approach for modeling learners’
computational thinking knowledge, which learns from both symbolic educational knowl-
edge and training data. It then compares the performance of the NSAI with deep neural
networks trained only on training data, training data augmented with SMOTE upsampling,
and an autoencoder.

Regarding the generalizability of the models, our findings indicate that the NSAI
model, followed by the deep NN and deep NN-Autoencoder, exhibits the best general-
izability among the considered models. The NSAI model demonstrates high accuracy
and recall on unseen data, suggesting its potential to effectively predict both high- and
low-performing learners. In the field of education, correctly identifying low-performing
learners is crucial for providing timely interventions and support [1]. The high recall
rates of the NSAI model make it a valuable tool in this regard, as it minimizes the risk
of falsely identifying low performers. On the other hand, the other models show poor
generalizability, particularly in identifying low performers. This indicates the limitations
of using traditional deep learning models without additional techniques or knowledge
incorporation to address the challenges posed by education data. This finding confirms the
argument put forward by Venugopal et al. [83], Hooshyar and Yang [14], and Hooshyar [22],
in that augmenting ANNs with symbolic knowledge can regularize them, improving their
generalizability by achieving a higher accuracy and scalability by enabling them to learn
from smaller datasets.

The superior generalizability of the NSAI model can be attributed to its incorporation
of explicit knowledge in addition to the training data. By leveraging domain-specific knowl-
edge, the NSAI model gains a deeper understanding of the underlying causal relationships
among training examples. This broader understanding enables the model to generalize
beyond the specific characteristics of the training data, making it more robust when faced
with new or unseen data (e.g., [5]). In educational contexts, where datasets may be unrep-
resentative or exhibit different distributions, the NSAI model’s ability to draw upon its
explicit knowledge becomes particularly advantageous. For instance, a study conducted
by Shakya et al. [69] proposes an innovative approach to enhance automated instruction
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systems by accurately predicting student strategies and providing personalized support.
Their neural-symbolic approach combines symbolic knowledge, using Markov models to
represent the inherent relationships among input variables, with deep neural networks
(specifically LSTMs). The integration of symbolic knowledge enables the model to capture
complex relationships and patterns that may not be evident from the training data alone,
resulting in improved accuracy and generalizability. These findings align with our research,
highlighting the significance of incorporating domain knowledge into machine learning
models, particularly neural networks, for educational applications. Regarding the impact
of different data augmentation methods, while the autoencoder technique may slightly
improve certain aspects of model performance on test data, the SMOTE method can cause
a minor drop in performance compared to its performance on the original training data.
This discrepancy can be attributed to a mismatch in the distribution of the training and test
data. Data augmentation methods like SMOTE and autoencoders introduce synthetic or
reconstructed samples to the training data. If the distribution of the augmented training
data deviates from the distribution of the test data, the model may struggle to generalize
well. Deep learning models are particularly sensitive to the distribution of the training data,
and if the training data contain characteristics or patterns that are absent in the test data,
the model’s performance may suffer significantly. These findings align with the research
of Ramezankhani et al. [84], which suggests that certain data augmentation methods can
occasionally result in reduced model performance. Conversely, the NSAI approach appears
to outperform all the trained models.

The analysis of data biases and interpretability provides insights into how the trained
models rely on spurious correlations and ignore some essential features during their
decision making. The correlation analysis reveals that certain features, such as Small_cheese,
exhibit strong positive correlations with the class label (Final_score). Models that heavily
rely on these strongly correlated features (especially the spurious correlations) during
training may overlook the importance of other features and their relationships to the
label. As underlined by Zhou et al. [85] and Hutt et al. [86], learning such biases can
hamper models’ generalizability to test data, as this causes the model to overlook crucial
factors. As our findings show, the deep learning models that were only trained on these
data not only mainly relied on the learned spurious correlations during their decision
making, but also mostly ruled out many important features that are causally related to
learner performance in CT. More explicitly, the models learn data-related biases during
training and reflect these biases in their decision making. To address these biases and
enhance interpretability, the NSAI model incorporates educational knowledge and adheres
to educational restrictions during training. The representations and feature contributions
learned by the model reflect its adherence to the underlying causal relationships between
CT skills, concepts, and performance. The rules extracted from the NSAI model provide
explicit guidelines for predicting high or low performance based on a combination of
observable and unobservable features. These rules not only highlight the importance of CT
skills and concepts but also shed light on the relevance of hidden heads that are related to
learners’ performance of other skills. In other words, the extracted rules from the NSAI
approach can refine our initial educational knowledge as they provide weights for the rules,
indicating that CT skills are more important in predicting learner performance compared
to CT concepts.

The incorporation of educational knowledge into the NSAI model serves two key
purposes. Firstly, it helps to alleviate the issue of data bias by providing a framework that
ensures that the model considers a diverse range of factors beyond spurious correlated
features. One of the main objectives of machine learning is to create reliable representations
that accurately capture the causal relationship between input features and output labels.
However, when models are trained on biased datasets, they may end up paying more
attention to spurious correlations between input/output pairs that are not fundamentally
relevant to the problem being solved [85]. The significance of using neural-symbolic AI for
education lies in the potential to create more equitable and accurate systems that reflect
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the true dynamics of learning processes, rather than perpetuating existing inequalities.
The NSAI approach not only develops a more comprehensive understanding of learner
performance by considering relevant factors but also addresses the class imbalance issue
by learning the underlying relationships and patterns in the training data. This ensures a
fair representation of all classes and improves the model’s overall performance, which is
crucial for educational tools that aim to effectively serve a diverse student population.

Secondly, the integration of educational knowledge into the model architecture enables
the model to provide interpretable predictions. The model’s decision-making process be-
comes transparent, as it can explain the learned representations that comply with the injected
educational knowledge. As highlighted by several recent pieces of research (e.g., [1,14,23,24]),
such interpretability is crucial in educational contexts, where stakeholders require expla-
nations for model predictions to ensure transparency, fairness, and trustworthiness. This
clarity is vital for fostering trust among educators and students, enabling them to rely on
AI-driven insights for personalized learning experiences and interventions.

By combining the incorporation of knowledge with deep learning techniques, the
NSAI model demonstrates how interpretability and generalizability can be improved in
educational machine learning applications. The model’s ability to capture complex relation-
ships, consider multiple factors, and provide rule-based explanations facilitates a deeper
understanding of learner performance. This not only aids in accurate predictions but also
assists educators in identifying specific areas for intervention and support [23,87]. In conclu-
sion, the NSAI model emerges as a promising approach, showcasing better generalizability
and the ability to leverage domain-specific knowledge for trustworthy and interpretable
predictions in educational contexts. The broader implication is the potential transformation
of educational practices, making them more inclusive, personalized, and effective. Further
research and development in this direction can contribute to the advancement of machine
learning techniques in education, creating a more effective means of support for learners
and educators.

Limitations and Future Works

One limitation of this study is its reliance on a specific dataset, which may affect the
generalizability of the findings. Future research should address this by utilizing diverse
educational datasets and examining various deep neural network models to enhance
the robustness and applicability of the methods. Moreover, future work can focus on
experimenting with different ways to inject educational knowledge into neural networks,
potentially leveraging neural symbolic AI methods. Finally, incorporating the NSAI-driven
learner modeling approach into digital learning platforms and assessing its real-world
impact in classrooms is crucial. Thus, future work can evaluate the effectiveness of the
NSAI approach in delivering personalized learning experiences that are unbiased, reliable,
and easily understandable.
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